The cloud imperative
How banks can improve business agility through cloud-powered transformation

An imperative vision for financial services is emerging as the industry readies itself for a world of brash new competitors, demanding customers, open data, constant innovation, increasing regulatory demands, and growing margin pressures.
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Cloud is a vision grounded in real-time decision-making, reduced friction, innovative products, and tailored customer experiences across platforms—and the race is on to deliver on it. Banks and other financial services organisations face an urgent need to evolve and transform into nimbler, faster-moving organisations. The future demands far greater business agility to win—and cloud technology is essential to achieving it.

Cloud isn't simply something technology teams worry about when they want to access on-demand storage and computing power. It's a platform that acts as a foundation for greater business agility and continuous evolution. It enables organisations to respond quickly to changing business conditions, use data more effectively, and achieve exponential productivity gains. Embracing cloud today will be key to remaining competitive tomorrow.

Cloud is growing fast

The public cloud computing market has grown continuously for the past decade. In 2013, the cloud market was US$58 billion. By 2018 it had grown to US$130 billion and by 2022, it's expected to reach US$317 billion.1,2

By the end of 2019, over 30 percent of technology providers’ new software investments will have shifted from cloud-first to cloud-only.

---

The business agility imperative

Business agility—which we define as an organisation’s ability to respond to and capitalise on its changing operating environment—will be a critical source of competitive advantage in the future. We look at business agility across a number of aspects:

**Customer agility**
An organisation’s ability to deliver customer-facing features and experiences faster and more responsively, significantly improving time to market.

**Partnership agility**
An organisation’s capacity to team up with new business partners and third parties, integrating systems and operations rapidly to capitalise on the power of the ecosystem to get results.

**Data agility**
An organisation’s ability to access internal, third-party, and publicly available data, understand it, and use it to gain insights that can guide strategic and tactical business decisions as well as foster innovation, taking into account the increasing importance of data privacy, data protection, transparency in data usage, and data security.

**Asset agility**
An organisation’s ability to make optimum use of internal and external hardware and software assets, using a modular approach to rapidly recombine assets as required to help support business development needs.

The business agility of financial institutions across these aspects has traditionally been shaped by technology constraints: large monolithic systems, limited software release cycles, waterfall development scheduling, and infrastructure procurement lead times. Cloud enables organisations to transcend these constraints, achieving a far greater level of agility that can be used to reimagine and transform how the business operates.
The foundational platform for achieving business agility

Cloud is more than technology infrastructure. It’s a vital part of a set of capabilities that work in concert to increase business agility across all four aspects. It provides a dramatically simplified technology environment designed to support and realise the value of developments and advances such as:

**Customer-centric design**
This enables organisations to use design thinking and a customer-centric perspective to develop and deliver new products and services.

**Continuous delivery**
This is an approach to project execution that combines agile and software development-IT operations (DevOps) methodologies to accelerate progress and delivery, in which multidisciplinary teams use automated tools to analyse data or develop new functionalities iteratively over a series of short, focused sprints. Product owners serve as a bridge between the customer and the development teams, so that customer feedback and behaviour is an integral part of the continuous development process.

**Consistent funding and persistent teams**
This enables organisations to use design thinking and a customer-centric perspective to develop and deliver new products and services.

**Interoperability and open application programming interfaces (APIs)**
These allow large, cumbersome systems to be broken down into smaller, simpler micro-services that can be quickly rearranged and reassembled into new configurations to meet needs as they arise.
Cloud changes how you change

Financial institutions can use cloud to change both how they operate and how they respond to change. Where and how to invest in cloud will be different for each organisation, shaped by which agility aspects are most relevant to its business strategy.

Customer agility with cloud

Cloud better enables organisations to move fast to respond to changes in customer demands before the competition does. Using cloud to power smaller, more iterative, and more rapid releases significantly improves speed to market. This helps banks get new products and services into market quickly, deliver exceptional customer experiences, and unlock new revenue streams driven by emerging customer needs.

Partnership agility with cloud

Cloud will play a pivotal role in ensuring banks and other financial institutions are ready for open banking, as global financial regulators move to allow—if not mandate—financial institutions to share data. This data exchange is made easier by using cloud, as banks use open APIs to quickly establish new partnerships and grant data access to trusted third parties. These new, cloud-based ecosystems will enable connected organisations to build on each other's innovations in new ways, rapidly iterating within the partnership and drastically accelerating the pace of industry change.

Case study

Atom Bank: delivering an exceptional customer experience

Customer engagement and personalisation are key to Atom Bank’s brand strategy: the organisation focuses on providing customers with a best-in-class, highly customisable user experience. The mobile-only bank allows its clients to tailor their mobile experience and interactions to suit their needs and preferences—even to the point of choosing a colour palette and preferred logo. The bank is highly responsive to customer feedback, and every product and app feature is beta-tested with real Atom Bank customers. In case of any issues, customers can connect to the contact centre directly through the app, reducing the need for additional authentication and cutting wait times. Real-time machine learning and AI are also used: their self-help chatbot learns from the contact centre's assistance how to resolve customer concerns more quickly to deliver an exceptional user experience.

Case study

BBVA’s Open Marketplace: maximising the power of partnerships

Open Marketplace by BBVA is a matchmaking platform that enables fintech startups to connect and collaborate with BBVA’s business units to develop smarter, more innovative, and more timely solutions for business needs. When there’s a match, Open Marketplace provides a platform for the parties to interact, formalise their relationship, and use the virtual co-working space to support real-time development and foster speed and transparency. Open Marketplace is a great way for BBVA’s business units to capitalise on a pool of highly talented entrepreneurs to validate and develop multiple proofs of concept and solutions outside of the constraints of conventional banking. The platform already has 150 members and is expanding rapidly.
Data agility with cloud
Cloud is essential for turning data into a true business asset. The massive data sets banks and other financial institutions use are only truly manageable over the cloud—private data centres aren’t up to the task. Cloud providers are investing in AI and machine-learning capabilities at a huge scale, and their platforms’ built-in advanced capabilities allow organisations to quickly develop applications and significantly accelerate the generation of insights that deliver profitable growth, detect potential fraud, and more. With cloud, data becomes more portable, accessible, and usable than ever before.

Asset agility with cloud
Over the years, financial institutions have spent enormous sums on technology infrastructure that’s difficult, costly, and time-consuming to change. Cloud enables banks to scale up or down as needed to deal with fluctuating demands rather than invest in their own costly equipment, thus offering greater agility and significant savings. Cloud also saves banks the cost and trouble of system upgrades, because the cloud providers themselves deal with this in the background. Cloud applications strive to be plug-and-play: they’re flexible, expandable, and can easily connect to general ledgers and other foundational assets. Moreover, cloud provides a way for organisations to break down complex processes into smaller, more modular components that can be used in new ways to achieve results faster. This assembly model helps banks turn what used to be fixed costs into variable expenses and free up underutilised capital for new, more productive, and more profitable purposes.

Case study
HSBC: increasing data agility and improving AML risk management
Ensuring a consistent approach to managing customer anti-money-laundering (AML) risk across borders is a challenge for many multinational financial institutions. HSBC also has struggled to ensure a consistent approach to managing its customer AML risks, and this has resulted in significant fines. AML is data-intensive, drawing on disparate customer and transaction systems across the bank to assess and understand risk. To address the challenge, HSBC turned to cloud. The bank takes advantage of machine-learning capabilities to analyse the banking behaviour of more than 38 million customers for AML purposes and to identify customers who require closer scrutiny. This automates a process traditionally done by the bank’s financial crime staff. The cloud-based analysis is more comprehensive, since it cross-references customer actions from multiple data sources, transactions, and networks to identify suspicious activities. HSBC now envisions a future in which it shares information about potential AML risks with other banks to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of AML efforts across the industry.

Case study
Cloud helps National Australia Bank (NAB) improve asset agility and speed to market
NAB has set aggressive plans to move to cloud-based systems and refocus its workforce around digital capabilities. It’s already dramatically changing how it functions as it seeks to set itself up for the artificial-intelligence era of automated processes. Two years ago, NAB announced a three-to-five-year plan to boost technology spending by $1.5 billion while slashing its workforce by 12 percent (6,000 employees). It was a controversial plan, designed to help NAB face down emerging competition from fintech startups and global technology giants. NAB’s QuickBiz QuickBiz, an unsecured small-business lending product, was developed and launched in about 14 weeks, an example of how it used cloud-native services to deploy new products much more quickly than previously possible.3

---
Agility assessment framework
In determining how your organisation should focus its cloud investments, it’s important to base your decisions on your business strategy and priorities. For example, if delivering a highly flexible customer experience is critical for your bank—like it is for Atom Bank—you’ll want to concentrate investment on initiatives that drive customer agility. If lowering your operational and tech delivery costs are important—it is at NAB—then you need to prioritise your investments in asset agility.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Traditional thinking</th>
<th>Testing in pockets</th>
<th>Scaling new techniques</th>
<th>Regional industry leader</th>
<th>Absence of traditional techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Legacy approaches, processes, and systems to continue business as usual</td>
<td>Adopting techniques that enable business agility at speeds comparable to most large organisations</td>
<td>Invested in testing and exploring techniques that enable business agility</td>
<td>Organisation focused on business agility, seen as the regional leader in a particular agility domain</td>
<td>Market leader in driving business agility and setting the pace of change for the industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer agility</strong></td>
<td>Time to market • Degree of personalisation • Time to onboard new partnership relationship</td>
<td>Limited ability to introduce new products and features based on customer needs • Rudimentary capability to offer personalised offers or customer experience</td>
<td>Ability to introduce new products and features every quarter based on perceived customer needs • Reactive ability to provide personalised offers, financial advice, and customer experience</td>
<td>Ability to introduce new products and features monthly, with some customers acting as beta-testers • Ability to use predictive analysis, real-time customer spend and location, and other data to provide real-time financial advice, personalised offerings, and customer experience</td>
<td>Customer-focused organisation with an ability to customise user experience, provide personalised products, offers, and features as well as financial advice proactively, seamlessly, and in real time, based on customer needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Partnership agility</strong></td>
<td>Marketplace reach (internal or external) • Time to onboard new partnership relationship</td>
<td>No external marketplace activity</td>
<td>Establishing a proprietary marketplace exclusive to own customers; strategic partnerships in place (for selling other products) • Significant time to onboard a new partner; some common capabilities built to accelerate new partnerships</td>
<td>Curating an exclusive marketplace for own customers; actively participating in multiple marketplaces • Partnership interoperability solutions are mature; limited lag from agreement to implementation</td>
<td>Organisation owns and operates the dominant marketplace in the region • Partnership interoperability solutions are a strategic asset for the business; partners can onboard themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data agility</strong></td>
<td>Comprehensiveness of usable data set • Monetisation of data assets • Level of automated decision-making</td>
<td>Limited and siloed data connectivity across the organisation, limited business intelligence and operational decision-making</td>
<td>Ability to augment internal data with external data for specific niche areas; limited/experimental use of automated decision-making</td>
<td>Using data as a clear competitive advantage • Active programmes to roll out intelligent automation models</td>
<td>Organisation’s real-time decision-making and data-monetisation abilities are world-class • Highly automated organisation employing a combination of intelligent automation and business automation to enable straight-through processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asset agility</strong></td>
<td>Ease of re-use of IT assets • Speed of integration with technology vendors • Operational efficiency</td>
<td>Use of traditional technology, line-of-business-focused solutions with limited ability to customise economically</td>
<td>Success with techniques employed to integrate new solutions/vendors at a relatively increased pace</td>
<td>Significant amount of technology assets are built using latest-generation technologies • Solutions developed drive significant competitive advantage</td>
<td>Advanced use of techniques to allow extreme flexibility with technology assets; typically with no legacy footprint • Solutions developed may be monetised in other markets or sectors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Don’t take no for an answer

Financial services leaders eager to launch their organisation’s cloud transformation can quickly encounter concerns, objections, skepticism, and apprehension, especially when it involves sensitive customer and financial data. Executives must be prepared to not take no for an answer and to persevere in their efforts to move forward with cloud. The typical concerns—and the answers to them—are:

Security

Putting the workload into cloud doesn’t require security trade-offs. In fact, enterprises benefit from the security that’s built into cloud itself. According to Gartner, public cloud infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) workloads will encounter 60 percent fewer security incidents than those in traditional data centres. Automating infrastructure processes and controls tends to remove the potential for human error, which is typically a key factor in successful cybersecurity attacks.

Governance

Adopting cloud requires a delicate balance between managing risk, identity, and access control, and managing the delegation of rights and access to services while optimising costs for these services. Banks must decide how decisions specific to cloud solutions will be made—who is able to request cloud services, who is able to access cloud services, what approvals are required, how to keep users accountable for usage costs, and so on. Implementing the right controls and ensuring structured governance with continuous monitoring and improvement is important for aligning cloud investments with business objectives. Governance needs to be on corporate level, just under the board, to fully enable scaling.

Data privacy

Adopting cloud does raise challenges in terms of new, evolving, and often competing privacy regulations in multiple jurisdictions, in addition to changing cybersecurity threats. To successfully use cloud, banks will need to understand the roles they and their cloud providers play in protecting data, the applicable jurisdictional privacy laws related to data storage and processing, and the key encryption technologies and tools available.

Talent

Cloud also involves transforming human capital. It requires a skilled, business technology-proficient workforce able to function in flat, nimble teams and equipped with an understanding of cloud’s underlying technologies and their benefits and risks. Organisations in many industries are now investing in the skilled talent they need to successfully execute cloud transformations.

Business case

Cloud represents a large-scale business transformation and as such requires significant investment. Banks and other financial services organisations can use a variety of strategies, from partnerships and joint ventures to managed service arrangements and other deal structures. Some organisations can even self-fund their cloud transformation by monetising their existing data, infrastructure, operational, or other assets.
Cloud: The future of banking, the driver of business agility

It’s clear that banking’s future is in cloud. Financial institutions have spent far too much time and money running ever-larger data centres and maintaining large, unwieldy legacy systems—technology that has constrained banks’ ability to change and adapt. Cloud provides a way forward, a way for banks to break free from the constraints of old technology, increase their business agility, and get back to the business of banking. The investments required to harness cloud’s potential are significant, as are the implications for talent strategies and ways of working. But investing in cloud is fundamental to ensuring your organisation can compete in the years to come.